
WRITE ABOUT NAM DINH CITY

Nam Ä•á»‹nh (About this sound listen) is a city in the Red River Delta of northern Vietnam. It is the capital of Nam
Ä•á»‹nh Province. The city of Nam Ä•á»‹nh is 90 km.

The Soc Trang don't in't a busy city but I love it. It's very wonderful! They said twigs of it maybe had droped
down and injured citizent. This temple is used to worship all fourteen Kings of the Tran Dynasty along with
their most respected mandarins. It was selected as a door stop of thousands of migratory birds with a lot of
varieties and species fly to the south in the winter of last November from the lunar calendar and return in late
February, in early March every year. Pizza is also served here and it is super tasty. It used to be called the
textile city and it was recognized as the first municipality last year [pic] Traveling around Nam Dinh city is
simple and convenient. The breakfast plate at Dau Dau is also a must-eat. I think the civilization is really great
things. Firstly, Nam Dinh province is my home town. There are lots festival in summer and spring. Good start
So it is really ideal place to rest and relax. I lived with my family in there. Kem xoi is sold in many street food
restaurants in Nam Dinh but the best, also the oldest one is on Nguyen Du street. There are some branches
suggested for well-made banh gai on Tran Hung Dao street. This is less prominent in Nam Dinh, however, as
they are not very used to having tourists around. Trung Hoa Temple is a new building built in by the local
authorities. It is kept deeply in my heart â€¦â€¦â€¦. PS:I hope to see you in my lovely city. The weather is
influenced by four seasons spring, summer, autumn, winter. Because,there are a lot of exciting things that
foreigners see and enjoy when they come to HCM city, such as its history,a fascinating night-life and a lot of
various foods from other regions of viet nam This pie is smaller, has fried rice paper too but thinner and the
meat inside is kept in large pieces. It is great city, there have may high building, park, entertainment place.
They helped me very much in my life. Hochiminh city is also a place which attracts many foreigners from
other countries. I have friend, my family, i fell very happy when i lived there. The summer is hot with high
rainfall and the winter is cold with low rainfall. The soil is quite rich and fertilizing which is advantaged in
developing agriculture. But the memory of me about my own village is not only the poverty but also the fresh
nature where people live together in a good harmony. Besides that, tourists will be offered chances to admire
varieties of orchids, camellias and roses in Vi Khe Ornamental Plant Village as well as swimming in Thinh
Long Beach. It is the sweetest, loveliest and best place for me It is kept deeply in my heart. Too much, come
back later! She is a heroine of Viet Nam. My city is famous for a lot of fascinating scenerys, especially Doson
beach. It goes well with both condensed and normal milk. I live there to now. I want to be come Viet Nam
talented people to help my homeland more beautiful and powerful. National Highway No.


